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a b s t r a c t

The effect of rubber, Teflon and aluminum foam interlayer material on the ballistic performance of
composite armor was investigated both experimentally and numerically. Although, rubber interlayer did
not cause any significant delay in the initial stress build-up in the composite layer, Teflon and aluminum
foam interlayer caused a significant delay and reduction in the magnitude of the stress transmitted to the
composite backing plate. Damage in the ceramic layer was found to be highly localized around the
projectile impact zone for the configuration without interlayer and rubber interlayer while aluminum
foam and Teflon interlayer spread the damage zone in the radial direction. Relatively large pieces of the
ceramic around the impact axis in the rubber interlayer configuration were observed while the ceramic
layer was efficiently fragmented in aluminum foam and Teflon interlayer configuration.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Armor systems have been conventionally monolithic, typically
composing of a high strength steel plate [1e4]. However, there is an
increasing demand for the materials and multilayer material
systems providing maximum ballistic protection at a minimum
weight. Over the years, ceramics and polymer matrix composites
have been increasingly incorporated into armor protection systems
[5e13]. The composite armor, which is also known as multilayered
armor system, is composed of a hard strike face made of ceramic
tiles and a fiber reinforced composite backing plate. The main
function of the front ceramic layer is to mitigate the local pressure
imposed to the backing composite plate, by deforming and eroding
the projectile. The composite backing plate absorbs part of the
kinetic energy of the projectile. Metallic plates have also been
investigated for the backing plate in multilayered armor systems
[14e19].

When a projectile hits the ceramic layer at a relatively high
velocity, a compressive stress wave is generated, propagating from
the projectile hit/impact zone in the impact direction. Once this
compressive wave reaches the back face of the ceramic layer, it is
partially reflected back as tensile wave, causing the damage of the
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ceramic layer. Several studies have investigated the stress wave
propagation in the composite armor both analytically and numer-
ically [20e23]. The acoustic impedance mismatch between the
ceramic and composite layer is known to play a key role in the
ballistic performance of the armor system. In addition, the insertion
of an interlayer between these two layers significantly alters the
wave propagation characteristics and consequently the ballistic
performance of the armor system. The effects of rubber interlayer
and through-thickness wave propagation in an integrated
composite armor system were previously studied [24,25]. It was
reported that the rubber interlayer ensured a good resilient bond
between the ceramic and composite and also enhanced the multi-
hit capability of the armor system. The composite armor with an
aluminum foam interlayer was shown to produce more extensive
ceramic fragmentation and less volumetric delamination of the
composite plate [26]. The effect of adhesive interlayer thickness on
the ballistic efficiency of alumina/aluminum armor system was
investigated both numerically and experimentally [16,27,28]. It was
shown that the thicker layer of adhesive resulted in a wider plastic
deformation area of the metallic backing plate and earlier shat-
tering of the ceramic layer. The effects of wave speed, layer
geometry and the mechanical properties of the layers on the load
distribution between the layers were also investigated numerically
[29,30]. It was reported that a single, thick, high strength and high
wave speed layer for a fixed layer thickness provided the best
lateral load spreading.
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Fig. 1. (a) mounted ceramic/composite armor target and (b) finite element model of
the projectile and target.

Table 2
JohnsoneHolmquist material model parameters for ceramic layer [38].

Parameter Description Value

r0 Density 3.89 g/cm3

G Shear modulus 123 GPa
HEL Hugoniot elastic limit 8.00 GPa
A Intact strength constant 0.949
N Intact strength constant 0.2
C Strain rate constant 0.007
B Fracture strength constant 0.1
M Fracture strength constant 0.2
SFMAX Max strength of failed mat’l/HEL stress 1.0
T Tensile strength 0.262 GPa
K1 Pressure (EOS) constant 186 GPa
K2 Pressure (EOS) constant 0
K3 Pressure (EOS) constant 0
BULK Bulking constant 1.0
D1 Damage constant 0.001
D2 Damage constant 1.0
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As the multilayered armor systems are becoming increasingly
complex, the analysis of the wave propagation between the layers
requires both modeling and experimental efforts. Previous studies
have provided the first precise theoretical and experimental
insights into the details of the stress wave propagation in these
materials [31e33]. The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) was
used as a probe for generating entry and exit of the stress waves of
known characteristics. These known, measured, entry and exit
waves were then reproduced in a finite element model of the
multilayer material. It was confirmed that when the model data
matched the output data from the bars, the model was accurately
describing the stress-state within the multilayer material including
single, double and triple layered materials. These studies were
mainly focused on the simulations the initial few microseconds;
Table 1
JohnsoneCook material model parameters for hard steel core [34].

r (g/cm3) G (GPa) A (MPa) B (MPa) n m

7.83 81.8 1000 510 0.26 1.03
Tm (K) Tr (K) C Cp (J kg K) 3f _30 (s)
1793 298 0.014 477 0.8 1.0
however, during the course of ballistic impact, several different
deformation and failure mechanisms involved, making the full
penetration analysis of multilayer armor inevitable. Previous
studies published on the penetration analysis of the armor systems
are also noted to be limited to plates without an interlayer. The
primary aim of the present work was to develop 3D finite elements
models of armor systems with different interlayer materials in
order to demonstrate the effect of interlayer material on the stress
wave propagation in multilayer composite armor systems.

2. Experimental

The ballistic tests were carried out using 7.62� 51 mmM61 type
AP projectiles in a ballistic laboratory. Ballistic tests were per-
formed on the targets composed of alumina tiles bonded to
a composite plate with and without an interlayer (Fig. 1a). The
armor plate was composed of a hexagonal Alumina ceramic tile
(‘CoorsTek’ AD-995), 101.6 mm wide and 14.1 mm thick and a 22
layers of plain weave S2-glass fabric (areal density 0.81 kg/m2),
having a [0/90] lay-up orientation (i.e. the fabric warp direction is at
0� and the weft direction is at 90�), backing plate of 10.0 mm thick.
EPDM rubber (Shore A 60), Teflon and aluminum foam were
inserted between ceramic and composite layer. The thicknesses of
EPDM rubber, Teflon and aluminum foam were sequentially 1.5, 2
and 18 mm. The targets were initially mounted into a polyester
resin in a rectangular glass mold. The thickness of polyester layer at
the back surface of armor system was around 10 mm and each
polyester-mounted target was bonded to a 20 mm thick steel plate
with dimensions of 500� 500 mm2 and this steel plate was firmly
clamped to the testing frame and adjusted to the desired point of
impact. This secured a fixed boundary at the back surface of the
target. All the multilayered armor plates were impacted at 0� angle
of attack with 7.62 mm AP NATO round using a gun mounted on
a rigid mount with holding devices. The gun was properly aligned
before each test. The velocities of impact were measured as
800�10 m/s. The projectile was fired from a distance of 15 m. Four
different configurations were tested; without an interlayer and
with an interlayer of EPDM rubber, Teflon (Polarchip1) and
aluminum metallic foam with a density of 0.438 g/cm3. After the
test the fracture pattern of the ceramic layer and the damage
generated in the composite plate were investigated. During ballistic
testing only partial penetration of the targets was observed. The
tested armor plates were cut transversely using a low speed
1 PolarchipTM is a trademark of W.L. Gore, Inc.



Table 3
Material properties of an S2-Glass/SC 15 epoxy composite [41].

Density, r 1.850 g/cm3

Elastic modulus, EA, EB, EC 27.5, 27.5, 11.8 GPa
Poisson’s ratio, nBA, nCA, nCB 0.11, 0.18, 0.18
Shear modulus, GAB, GBC, GCA 2.9, 2.14, 2.14 GPa
In-plane tensile strength, SAT, SBT 604 MPa
In-plane compressive strength, SAC, SBC 291 MPa
Out of plane tensile strength, SCT 58 MPa
Fiber crush, SFC 850 MPa
Fiber shear, SFS 300 MPa
Matrix mode shear strength, SAB, SBC, SCA 75, 58, 58 MPa
Residual compressive scale factor, SFFC 0.3
Friction angle, PHIC 10
Damage parameter, AM1, AM2, AM3, AM4 2.0, 2.0, 0.5, 0.35
Delamination, S_DELM 1.2
Eroding strain, E_LIMIT 0.2

Table 4
Mechanical properties of EPDM rubber and Teflon [31].

Material Modulus of
elasticity (GPa)

Poisson’s
ratio

Density
(kg/m3)

Other

EPDM rubber e 0.4995 1200 m1¼�4.684 MPa
m2¼ 0.1954 MPa
a1¼�1.856, a2¼ 2.992

Teflon 3.65 0.25 760 e
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diamond saw to avoid any further damage and analyzed
microscopically.
3. Modeling

The numerical analysis to investigate the effect of interlayer
material on the ballistic response of the multilayered armor was
performed using the nonlinear finite element code LS-DYNA 971
[34]. In the damage analyses of the multilayered armor system,
a full (no symmetry definitions) numerical model shown in Fig. 1b
was used. A typical finite element model of a multilayered armor
system consists of the normal impact of a 60� conicalecylindrical
projectile onto target. The projectile geometry was simplified in
a shape, 7.62 mm in diameter and 28.1 mm in length. Its perfor-
mance is similar to that of a 7.62 mm NATO armor-piercing (AP)
round [35].

The constitutive response of the projectile was represented by
JohnsoneCook fracture model [36]. In this model, the equivalent
stress is expressed as:

seq ¼
�
Aþ B 3

n
eq

��
1þ _3*eq

�C�
1� T*m

�
(1)

where 3eq is the equivalent plastic strain and A, B, n, C andm are the
material constants. The dimensionless plastic strain rate is given by
_3*eq ¼ _3eq=_30, where _30 a user defined reference strain rate. The
homologous temperature is defined as T* ¼ ðT � TrÞ=ðTm � TrÞ,
here T is the absolute temperature, Tr is the room temperature and
Tm is the melting temperature. A linear polynomial equation of
state definition was used to simulate the behavior of the projectile.
The material model constants for the projectile can be found in
Ref. [34] and are further listed in Table 1.
Table 5
Mechanical properties of Aluminum foam [43].

Material Modulus of uncompressed
material, Eu (GPa)

Density,
r (kg/m3)

Poisson’s ratio
densified foam

Aluminum foam 0.170 438 0.28
The JohnsoneHolmquist II (JH-2) [37] material model, a pres-
sure- and strain-rate-sensitive material model developed for
ballistic impact velocity range, was used to simulate damage
evolution and dynamic failure of the ceramic layer. This material
model includes a definition of the intact and fractured strength,
a pressureevolume relationship that can include bulking, and
a damage model that transitions the material from an intact state
to a fractured state. The normalized equivalent stress for the
strength is

s* ¼ s*i � D
�
s*i � s*f

�
(2)

where s*i is the normalized intact equivalent stress, sf* is the
normalized fracture stress and D is the damage parameter varying
between 0 and 1. The normalized intact equivalent stress can be
calculated from

s*i ¼ A
�
P* þ T*

�N�
1þ Cln _3*

�
(3)

and the normalized fracture stress is given as,

s*f ¼ B
�
P*

�M�
1þ Cln _3*

� � SFMAX (4)

where P*, T* and _3* refer to normalized pressure, tension strength
and strain rate, consecutively. They are normalized by the equiva-
lent stress at the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL). SFMAX is the
maximum fracture strength. The damage from fracture is expressed
as

D ¼
XD 3P

3Pf

(5)

where, D 3
P is effective plastic strain during cycle of integration and

D 3Pf refers to the fracture plastic strain under a constant pressure.
The plastic strain to fracture is given by

3
p
f ¼ D1

�
P* þ T*

�D2
(6)

where D1 and D2 are damage constants. The material model
constants of alumina ceramic used in the model were taken from
Ref. [38] and are tabulated in Table 2.

Composite layer was modeled with MAT162 (MAT_COMPOSI-
TE_DMG_MSC) material model [34,39]. MAT162 is based on the
Hashin’s failure criteria [40], which allows the user to monitor the
initiation and progression of different failure modes such as tensile
and compressive fiber failure, fiber crush, matrix failure and
delamination. Element erosion is also incorporated into the
material model. The material model parameters of S2 Glass/SC15
epoxy composite were taken from Ref. [41] and are tabulated in
Table 3.

EPDM rubber was modeled with the Ogden material model
[42]. In this model, the rubber is considered to be fully incom-
pressible, since its bulk modulus greatly exceeds shear modulus.
Rate effects are also taken into account through linear viscoelas-
ticity. In this model, a hydrostatic work term is included in the
strain energy functional. In the Ogden material model, the
of the
, ndensified

Yield stress,
sy (MPa)

Volume fraction of
densified foam, nf

Modulus of densified
foam, Ec (GPa)

104 0.29 69



Table 6
Mechanical properties of polyester.

Material Modulus of
elasticity, E (GPa)

Density,
r (kg/m3)

Poisson’s
ratio

Yield stress,
sy (MPa)

Polyester 3.2 1133 0.35 113
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strain energy density can be expressed in terms of the principal
stretches as,

Wðl1; l2; l3Þ ¼
XN

P¼1

mp
ap

�
lap1 þ lap2 þ lap3 � 3

�
(7)

where N, mp and ap are the material constants. Under the
assumption of incompressibility it can be expressed as

Wðl1; l2Þ ¼
XN

P¼1

mp
ap

�
lap1 þ lap2 þ lap1 $l

ap
2 � 3

�
(8)

Using this material model, the principal values of the Cauchy
stresses can be computed as

sa ¼ pþ la
vW
vla

(9)
Fig. 2. Projectile (a) residual velocity and (b) residual mass versus time.
Teflon interlayer was modeled with the crushable foam model.
This material model is dedicated to the modeling crushable foams
with optional damping and tension cut-off. The unloading is fully
elastic and tension is treated as elasticeperfectly plastic at the
tension cut-off value. The material model constants of EPDM
rubber and Teflon were taken from Ref. [31] and are tabulated in
Table 4.

Aluminum foam was modeled with the MAT_HONEYCOMB
material model [34,39]. This material model assumes the behavior
as orthotropic before compaction and the stress tensors are
uncoupled with zero Poisson’s ratio. The normal and shear load
displacement curves are defined as input. However, shear load-
displacement curves are not always readily available and it can be
assumed s ¼ s=2. Previous studies showed that this is a reasonable
assumption [26]. Shear and elastic moduli of the compacted foam
varies linearly and constantly increases to those of the bulk mate-
rials with respect to relative volumes. Thematerial model constants
of Aluminum foam were taken from Ref. [43] and are tabulated in
Table 5.

In Ogden and crushable foam and MAT_HONEYCOMB material
models, the stress versus strain curves were used as input and the
least squares fit to the experimental stress-strain curves were
applied during the initialization phase.

Polyester mold in which the armor system was embedded was
modeled with MAT24 (MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY)
material model [34,39]. Again stressestrain curve was used as an
input in this material model. The mechanical properties of the
polyester used to mold armor system are listed in Table 6. Armor
panel components and projectile were modeled with eight node
solid elements with single integration point. The contact between
the projectile and armor materials was modeled with CON-
TACT_ERODING_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE. The same contact defini-
tion was also used for the contact interfaces between the armor
system constituents. The eroding contact options are needed when
the elements forming one or both exterior surfaces experience
failure during contact. Contact is also allowed to continue with the
remaining interior elements. Erosion is modeled based on the
criterion that elements do not contribute to the physics of pene-
tration once their effective plastic strain hits a predefined critical
value. Upon erosion, the interface between the components is
redefined dynamically.

Mesh density has a significant effect on the results obtained.
A standard mesh sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to
Fig. 3. The variation of the Z-force with time at the interlayer-composite interface.
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ensure that the results obtained were insensitive to the sizes of
the elements used. The mesh sensitivity of the model was per-
formed by varying the number of elements of the penetrator and
the layers. The effect of mesh size on the penetration resistance
force was studied for different mesh densities. The minimum
Fig. 4. The energy histories of the ceramic layer: (a) internal energy, (b) kinetic energy
and (c) eroded internal energy.
element size under the projectile was 0.5 mm in the present
study. Throughout the text, the tested and modeled four
different armor configurations were coded as; (a) without
interlayer (baseline) (WO), (b) with rubber interlayer (WR), (c)
with Teflon interlayer (WT) and (d) with aluminum foam inter-
layer (WF).

4. Results and discussion

The variation of the projectile residual velocity and projectile
mass with time for the studied four different armor configurations
are shown Fig. 2a and b, respectively. It is noted that the termina-
tion time (250 ms) is long enough to allow the projectile come to
a full stop and also short enough to prevent superfluous solution
times. The projectile did not perforate the multilayer armor system
for any of the configurations investigated numerically and experi-
mentally. For the first w10 ms, the projectile slows down to
w650 m/s and the deceleration behavior is almost the same irre-
spective of the type of interlayer material used but, after that time
slight deviations occur as seen in Fig. 2a. The projectile velocity in
the configuration without interlayer decreases more steeply than
those in with interlayer configurations, while the aluminum foam
interlayer is the least effective in slowing the projectile velocity. In
Fig. 5. The energy histories of the composite plate: (a) kinetic energy and (b) total
internal energy.



Fig. 6. Variations of the Z-stress component in the composite layer.
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accord with this, the highest amount of projectile erosion occurs in
the configuration without interlayer, while the aluminum foam
interlayer leads to the lowest projectile erosion as seen in Fig. 2b.
The analysis also showed that the configuration without interlayer
exhibited the highest projectile eroded internal energy, which was
in accord with the highest amount of projectile erosion in this
configuration.

Fig. 3 depicts the distribution of the Z-force (the force in the
projectile impact direction) at the interlayer-composite interface
(between interlayer and composite layer). The presence of an
Fig. 7. Damage contours in the ceramic layer 250 ms after impact: (a) without interl
interlayer between ceramic and composite layer as seen in Fig. 3
alters the stress wave transmission to the composite backing
plate. It is noted in the same figure that the presence of rubber
interlayer causes no delay in the initial force build-up in the
composite for the firstw35 ms, while it decreases the force values at
the later stages of the impact as compared with the configuration
without interlayer. Although the rubber interlayer has very low
impedance initially, as the projectile penetrates into the ceramic
layer its impedance rises rapidly. This is attributed to the con-
straining effect of surrounding material on the radial deformation
of the interlayer in the vicinity of the projectile impact zone and the
relatively high Poisson’s ratio of the rubber. A similar behavior of
EPDM rubber subjected to compressive stress wave loading was
previously reported by Gama et al. [24,25]. It was shown that
relatively lowmodulus rubber interlayer delayed the passage of the
elastic stress wave into the composite and reduced the stress
amplitude. It was also claimed that the damage in the composite
layer was reduced in the presence of rubber interlayer. The
behavior is quite different for Teflon and aluminum foam inter-
layer; the force values transmitted to the composite layer decreases
significantly (Fig. 3). Teflon and aluminum foam interlayer also
result in delays in the stress wave transmission to the composite
backing plate. The axial modulus of the interlayer remains rela-
tively low during the most of the deformation process for Teflon
and aluminum foam interlayer configurations. Gama et al. [26]
previously showed that aluminum foam interlayer in multilay-
ered armor system behaved like a stress filter and effective stress
wave transmission could only occur when the foamwas completely
densified.

The variations of the ceramic layer internal, kinetic and eroded
internal energy with time are shown in Fig. 4aec, respectively. As
ayer and (b) rubber, (c) Teflon and (d) aluminum foam interlayer configuration.



Fig. 8. The pictures of the ceramic layer after ballistic impact in (a) rubber and (b)
Teflon interlayer configuration.
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the projectile penetration proceeds, the internal energy of the
ceramic layer increases initially and then gradually decreases as
seen in Fig. 4a. Without interlayer configuration ceramic layer
shows highest energy values among all the configurations studied,
while aluminum foam interlayer configuration shows the lowest.
Correspondingly, the kinetic energy increases in about 50 ms, and
then decreases (Fig. 4b). The kinetic energy imparted to the
ceramic layer in Teflon and aluminum foam interlayer configura-
tions is significantly higher than that of without interlayer and
rubber interlayer configurations. This behavior is partly attributed
to the relatively low axial modulus of the foam initially and during
the projectile impact. The kinetic energy of the projectile is also
dissipated as the projectile deforms and erodes, resulting in an
increase in the eroding internal energy of the ceramic layer
(Fig. 4c).

Fig. 5a and b shows the kinetic and total internal energy
histories of the composite layer for the studied configurations. The
simulations clearly indicate that the interlayer material has
a strong effect on the energy transmitted to the composite layer
during the projectile penetration. The similar kinetic energy
increase in without interlayer and rubber interlayer configuration
(Fig. 5a) confirms the increase of the rubber stiffness rapidly
during penetration. Teflon and aluminum foam layers however
cause significant delay in the energy histories (Fig. 5a, b). It is also
noted in Fig. 5a, b that aluminum foam interlayer drastically
reduces the amount of kinetic and total internal energies of the
composite plate. The distributions of Z stress component for an
element chosen in the composite layer at the mid-surface, which is
located at the center of the composite plate, are shown as function
of time in Fig. 6. As is seen in Fig. 6, the presence of the foam
interlayer contributes to greatly reduced stress levels in the
composite layer.

Fig. 7aeb shows the damage contours in the ceramic layer for
without interlayer and with rubber, Teflon and aluminum foam
interlayer configurations. As is seen in Fig. 7a, damage in ceramic
layer is highly localized around the projectile impact zone. The
rapidly stiffening rubber interlayer also causes damage to be
localized around the projectile (Fig. 7b). Teflon and aluminum
foam interlayer; on other hand, spread the damage zone in radial
direction, significantly altering the damage formation in the
ceramic layer (Fig. 7c, d). These results reveal that the interface
material can have a strong effect on the fragmentation behavior
of the ceramic layer and the subsequent damage formation,
caused mainly by the reflection of the compressive waves at the
ceramic-interlayer interface due to the acoustic impedance
mismatch. The spreading of the damage zone is beneficial in
reducing the stress transferred to the composite backing plate. A
similar result was found previously by Zaera et al. [27] using
different thicknesses and types of adhesives between ceramic
front layer and metallic backing plate. The use of thicker layers of
adhesive resulted in stress distribution over a wider area of the
aluminum plate.

The magnitude and duration of reflected stress waves depend
on the interlayer material and the thickness and the material
properties of the interlayer as well as the adjacent layers. Rubber
is a highly nonlinear material and its wave velocity is a function
of stressestrain amplitude; therefore, the acoustic impedance
and the transmission/reflection coefficients between adjacent
layers are functions of the stressestrain amplitude. Relatively
large pieces of the ceramic are observed around the impact
axis in the rubber interlayer configuration (Fig. 8a), while
the ceramic layers are observed to be efficiently fragmented in
Teflon interlayer configuration (Fig. 8b). A similar efficient
ceramic layer fragmentation was also seen for aluminum foam
interlayer configuration. These observations are in agreement
with the numerically determined damage counters in the
ceramic layer.

Fig. 9aed shows the delamination damage occurred during the
ballistic impact in the composite layer in without interlayer and
rubber, Teflon and aluminum foam interlayer configurations,
respectively. The area of the damaged zone of the composite plate
as depicted in these figures is localized around the top outermost
layers. The delamination damage in the composite layer is rela-
tively narrower in Teflon and aluminum foam interlayer configu-
ration (Fig. 9c, d) than that in without and rubber interlayer
configuration (Fig. 9a, d). In aluminum foam interlayer configura-
tion, the area of delamination damage is noted to be significantly
reduced (Fig. 9d). The present results clearly show that interlayer
material have significant effect on the ballistic performance of the
composite armor. As the extent of the delamination damage of the
composite layer and fragmentation of the ceramic layer depend on
the thickness of the interlayer material, the present results are only
valid for the investigated interlayer material thicknesses. The effect
of interlayer material thicknesses on the ceramic front layer and
composite backing plate damage will be investigated in another
study.



Fig. 9. Delamination damage contours in the composite layer 250 ms after impact: (a) without interlayer and (b) rubber, (c) Teflon and (d) aluminum foam interlayer configuration.
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5. Conclusions

The effect of the interlayermaterial on theballistic performanceof
composite armor was investigated both experimentally and numer-
ically. The presence of interlayer altered the stresswave transmission
between the layers. Although, rubber interlayer did not cause any
significant delay in the initial stress build-up in the composite
layer, Teflon and aluminum foam interlayer caused a significant delay
and reduction in the magnitude of the stress transmitted to the
composite backing plate. In addition, Teflon and aluminum foam
interlayer configurations imparted higher kinetic energy to the
ceramic layer than without interlayer and rubber interlayer config-
uration. Damage in the ceramic layer was highly localized around
the projectile impact zone for without interlayer and rubber inter-
layer configuration, while aluminum foam and Teflon interlayer
spread thedamage zone in the radial direction. Relatively largepieces
of the ceramic around the impact axis in the rubber interlayer
configuration were observed while the ceramic layer was efficiently
fragmented in aluminum foam and Teflon interlayer configuration.
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